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DESIGN & DOCUMENTATI

THANK YOU FOR 

MJ Drafting & Designs are here to put your thought

We are committed to providing you

continually strive to achieve results that continually exceed expectations through our commitment to 

your project. We pride ourselves in being approachable, accessible, 

feel free to give us a call or send us an email with any question you may have during the course of the 

project. 

THE PROCESS 

PROJECT START UP

MJ Drafting & Designs encourages all clients to contact us for an obligation free meeting to 

determine their design requirements and expectations. Whether the project is an alteration 

and addition, renovation, new custom home, multiple dwelling or commercial development, 

no project is too big or small. The initial consultation covers the design pr

establishes the broad perimeters of the design requirements.

CONCEPT DRAWINGS 

MJ Drafting & Designs considers the design stage to be the most critical part of the process. 

Critical to this stage is to develop a clear understandi

specific requirements. This is done closely with the client to determine the parameters and 

expectation of design. At this stage we are able to offer attractive and more economically 

design option to enhance the design

Once the design criteria has been determined, preliminary plans are drawn and submitted to the client 

for their review and comments. The necessary amendments are then made to achieve the desired 

outcome. An allowance of 2 sets o

In some instances, when a detailed sketch has already been developed and/or supplied, the concept 

stage is deemed complete and the working drawings and detailing of the project is started.

 

DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION PROCESS 

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING 

 

MJ Drafting & Designs are here to put your thoughts onto paper. We are here to turn your 

lines into visions. 

ing you the client with the best solution to your project. We 

continually strive to achieve results that continually exceed expectations through our commitment to 

. We pride ourselves in being approachable, accessible, and responsive

feel free to give us a call or send us an email with any question you may have during the course of the 

PROJECT START UP 

MJ Drafting & Designs encourages all clients to contact us for an obligation free meeting to 

determine their design requirements and expectations. Whether the project is an alteration 

and addition, renovation, new custom home, multiple dwelling or commercial development, 

no project is too big or small. The initial consultation covers the design process, time frames and 

establishes the broad perimeters of the design requirements. 

MJ Drafting & Designs considers the design stage to be the most critical part of the process. 

Critical to this stage is to develop a clear understanding of the client’s site and determine 

specific requirements. This is done closely with the client to determine the parameters and 

expectation of design. At this stage we are able to offer attractive and more economically 

design option to enhance the design and layout of the project. 

ia has been determined, preliminary plans are drawn and submitted to the client 

for their review and comments. The necessary amendments are then made to achieve the desired 

An allowance of 2 sets of revisions have been allowed in the quote. 

In some instances, when a detailed sketch has already been developed and/or supplied, the concept 

stage is deemed complete and the working drawings and detailing of the project is started.
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WORKING DRAWINGS 

The working drawings give more certainty to the project and are prepared to show all the 

technical details such as dimensions, setbacks, heights, materials and all the information 

required during the construction of the project. Working drawings are complet

the relevant council requirements. The set of working drawings generally include a site plan, 

floor plan/s, elevations, sections, details, electrical plan and room layout plans. These 

drawings will allow the client to have a builder determine

construction of the project. 

 

APPROVAL PROCESS 

At the completion of the 

design and drafting stage, 

the plans need to be 

assessed by a number of 

consultants.  

Most importantly, a certified 

structural engineer needs to assess

the plans to determine the structural 

viability of the project. The engineer 

will determine the composition and size of all concrete footings, slabs, beams and the like and also 

engineer the size of roof beams and any other structural member. Energy effic

sometimes required by council to before submission for building license.

Before any construction work can be started on the project, the proposed works must be certified by a 

licensed authority by the local council or a privately certified building surveyor. They ensure that 

everything is designed and built to meet all relevant building codes and stan

MJ Drafting & Designs will organize and co

plans to be submitted to council for building license. 
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